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This invention relates to bezel mountings, and 
provides particularly a bezel mounting of float 
ing character adapted for arrangement at an 
opening in a wall, and which will permit dis 
crepancies in the opening. 
The preferred form of the present invention 

is adapted to be mounted on an ordinary type of 
domestic gas range or oven. The bezel is se 
cured to the wall or panel of the oven, and de 
fines a mounting, or opening, through which the 
selecting mechanism of an oven heat regulator 
or thermostat is adapted to extend for manipu 
lation by the operator. 
I preferably provide the bezel or mounting ring 

with an internal diameter slightly larger than 
the external overal diameter of the selecting 
mechanism. This facilitates removal of the panel 
or oven wall to permit access to certain parts of 
the heatregulator Orinternal Oven chamber, With 
out removing any of the parts of the Selecting 
mechanism. Also, the difference in diameters of 
the mounting ring and the selecting mechanism 
insures that the selecting mechanism will be prop 
erly positioned regardless of variations in range 
manufacture, 
Another feature of the present invention resides 

in providing the mounting ring with an inwardly 
extending cylindrical portion of less external di 
ameter than the diameter of the cutout aperture 
in the oven Wall or panel, thus permitting accom -. 
modation of the mounting ring in a plurality of 
positions with respect to the panel, and allowing 
for discrepancies in the form and positioning of 
the opening. The necessity of accurately or pre 
cisely forming and positioning the aperture in the 
panel or oven wall is eliminated and a mounting 
of what I term a floating character is provided, 
namely, a mounting that is adapted to be posi 
tioned concentrically with the selecting mecha 
nism or other device regardless of the precision 
with which the hole in the oven wall or panel 
is formed. It is thus apparent that the bezel has 
a relatively floating engagement with the panel, 
and can be accurately alined with respect to the 
Selecting mechanism. 

. The inwardly extending portion of the bezel 
may be provided with slots adapted to receive in 
wardly extending ears of a cup-shaped retaining 
ring, or may be provided with depressions, which 
cooperate with suitable grooves formed in the 
housing of the Oven heat regulator to prevent 
rotation of the bezel about the Selecting necha 
nism. : 
In connection with this feature, the floating 

bezel of the present invention is adapted to be 

1932, Serial No. 599,691 
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used either with a housing which has a flanged 
portion of. Substantially the same diameter as 
the mounting ring, or may be used with an oven 
heat regulator housing having Only a projecting 
stud portion for mounting the retaining ring. . 
In e first instance, the retaining ring is pro 
Vided With Spring means which resiliently en 
gages the inner surface of the panel, and, when 
Snapped into a locked position With respect to the 
bezel, frictionally holds the bezel-mounting from 
rotating with respect to the panel. In the other 
embodiment, the bezel retaining ring is of Cup. 
formation, and is locked against rotation UpOn 
the oven heat regulation housing, and the mount 
ing ring is Snapped into engagemert therewith 
and Securely held in position with respect thereto. 

Further features and advantages of my inven 
tion will appear more fully in the following de 
tailed description, which, taken in connection 
With the accompanying, drawing, will disclose to 
those skilled in the art the particular construc 
tion and operation of certain 
ments of my present invention. 

In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a Sectional elevational view showing a 

preferred form of my mounting secured upon an 
oven Wall; w 

Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the 
retaining member and the bezel member dis 
closed in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a partial 
form of mounting; 

Fig. 4 is a partial sectional elevational view 
showing another form of my bezel mounting; and 

Fig. 5 is a perspective elevational view of the 
bezel and mounting. ring disclosed in Fig. 4. 

preferred embodi. 

Sectional view of a modified. 
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Referring now in more detail to the drawing, 
in the embodiment disclosed in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
Oven wall or panel is indicated by the reference 
numeral 5. This oven wall or panel may be the 
front Wall of the oven, or may be a side wall of 
the oven, or any other wall upon which it is de 
sired to mount the Selecting mechanism for con 
trolling the Oven heat regulator. - 
The wall 5 is provided with a cut-out apertur 

or opening 6, through which the selecting mech 
anism, indicated by the reference numeral 7, is 
adapted to extend. This aperture 6 is of gen 
erally circular configuration, and is slightly 
larger than the diameter of the inwardly extend 
ing cylindrical part of the bezel or mounting 
member 8. Since the member 8 does not have 
to be rigidly fixed with respect to the aperture 6, 
less precision and therefore less time will be re 
quired in forming this aperture, and it may be 
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2 . v. 2,00 
formed by merely stamping the desired opening 
in the oven wall 5. 
The selecting mechanism, indicated at 7, com 

prises the dial member 9, and the control knob 
0 which are concentrically mounted upon the 

control spindle . A pair of friction washers 
engage the dial member for securing it in non 
rotating engagement with respect to the spindle 
lf, and a screw 2 secures the control knob fo 
upOn the Spindle in abutting relationship with 
respect to the washers and the dial member so 
as to form a compact construction in which the 
parts are bound together to rotate as a unit. The 
control spindle threads into a suitable hous 
ing. 3, which housing has a projecting hub por 
tion 4 for receiving the retaining member 5 
of the bezel mounting. 
This retaining member 5 is of cup-shaped 

form, and is provided with a central opening 6 
having the slabbed off edges 7 and 8 cooperat 
ing with similar surfaces formed on the project 
ing hub portion 4 to secure this member in non 
rotative engagement with the housing. A suit 
able spring 9 is provided between the base of 
the cup-shaped retaining member 5 and the 
washer 20 which washer 20 bears against the col 
lar 20' of the control spindle. The spring 9 
biases the member 5 about the projecting por 
tion 4 of the housing. This serves to position 
the member 5 resiliently upon the housing. 
The control spindle if extends through the 

- housing and has the projecting stud portion 2 
which is adapted to contact with suitable control 
transmitting mechanism for transmitting the 
setting of the control spindle and selecting mech 
anism to a suitable fuel control valve or the like, 
not shown. A thermally sensitive element 
mounted within the oven may be provided for 
automatically maintaining preselected tempera 
tures for which the selecting mechanism is set. 
The cup-shaped member 5 is provided with 

a tongue 22 struck out from the base of the cup 
shaped member f3, at 22'. This tongue 22 is 
adapted to extend outwardly into the plane of 
the dial member 9, which dial member is provided 
with an inwardly extending pin 23 adapted to 
contact against the tongue 22 for limiting the 
rotation of the dial member. 

Referring now in more detail to the bezel 
mounting, the retaining member 5 is provided 
with a pair of inwardly projecting diametrically 
opposite protuberances or ear members 24 which 
may be pressed out of the cylindrical upstanding 
flange f' of the cup-shaped member. These 
ears or lugs are adapted to engage in suitable 
bayonet slots 25 formed in the inwardly extend 
ing cylindrical flange portion 8' of the bezel or 
mounting member 8. It will be noted that each 

26 in which the ears 24 are adapted to engage 
when the bezel mounting is properly positioned. 

In assembling the selecting mechanism and 
associated bezel mounting, the housing 3 is first 
placed in position, and the member 5 secured 
thereon. The mounting member 8 is then po 
sitioned upon the oven wall 5 with the cylindrical flange part 8 extending through the opening 6 
and in position to telescope into the cylindrical 
flange 5 of the member 5. Thus, by pressing 
the mounting member 8 inwardly, the ears 24 
being first registered with the open ends of the 
slots 25, these ears 24 are engaged in the slots 
25 and by rotating the mounting member 8 the 
ears 24 are brought into engagement with the 
recessed portions 26 of the slots with the flange 
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8 telescoped into and held in the flange 5'. The 
selecting spindle f is then threaded into the 
housing 2 ?, the spring 9, the dial member 9 and 
the control knob positioned thereon, and the 
device is adapted for operation. It will be noted 
that the spring 9 forces the member 5 rear 
wardly and serves to tension this member with 
respect to the mounting ring 8, thus holding the 

5 

mounting ring in firm, non-rotative engagement. 
The radial flange 60 is held yieldingly and firm 

ly against the outer side of the oven wall 5 and 
covers the adjacent margin of the opening 6, and 
an annular outwardly bulged connecting part 60' 
connects the radial flange 60 with the cylindrical 
flange 8', of the mounting member. 

Referring to the modified form shown in Fig 
ure 3, this differs from the embodiment of Figures 

0 
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1 and 2 in that the member 5', corresponding to 
the member 5 of Figure 1, is mounted rigidly 
upon the projecting portion 4 of the housing 3. 
It is secured thereon by means of the washer 28 
and the lock nut 29, which threads upon the stud 
portion 14 for firmly pressing the member 5 into 
abutting engagement with the flange of the hous 
ing 3. The remaining details are the same as 
in the previous embodiment. The oven wall. 5, 
which is of sheet metal or the like, possesses 
sufficient resiliency so that it may be slightly 
pressed inwardly when the member 8 is engaged 
with the member 5' and released therefrom. 
In the previous embodiment this yield may like 
wise be in the Oven wall although in that case the 
spring 9 permits the member 5 to be pressed 
toward the member 8 for this purpose. In each 
case this facilitates the locking of these two mem 
bers together, and also assures that they will be 
maintained yieldingly yet firmly in relative posi 
tion. 

If desired, the oven wall 5 may be removed 
without removing the selecting mechanism 7, by 
merely disengaging the slots 25 from the ears 24, 
and removing the wall outwardly past the select 
ing mechanism. This facilitates access to the in 
terior of the oven without interfering with the 
Setting of the control selecting-mechanism. 

Referring now in more detail to Figures 4 and 
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5, the embodiment disclosed therein is adapted to 
be used with heat regulators of the type having 
the housing into which the control spindle 
threads positioned adjacent the oven wall, and 
which are so constructed that the inner retain 
ing member cannot be positively secured to the 
projecting portion of the housing,\inasmuch as 
this portion lies beyond or outside of the plane 
of the oven wall. In devices of this type, the 
mounting member is so constructed as to fit 
around the housing and is keyed thereto in such 
manner as to prevent rotation of the bezel motint 

Considering the structure in more detail, I have 
disclosed the oven wall 30, which is apertured, as 

50 

55. 

60. 

at-3, to provide for the disposition of the select 
ing mechanism indicated generally by the refer 
ence numeral 32 at the upper portion of the heat 
regulator housing 33. This selecting mechanism 
32 is substantially the same as disclosed in con 
nection with Figure 1, and needs no detailed de 
Scription. Suffice it to say that the control spin 
.dle 34 threads into the housing 33 and has abut 
ting engagement at its inner end with a ther 
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mally sensitive member 35. Rotation off the . . 
spindle 34 serves to control the position of the 
member 35 for regulating the valve or other con 
trol mechanism supplying fuel to the oven burn 
er. The housing 33 has the extending flanged 75: 
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2,005,792 3 
portion 36, which is disposed substantially in the 
plane of the oven wall 30, and which is provided 
at its upper and lower edges with suitable dia 
metrically opposite grooves 37 which are adapted 
to receive the depending ear portions 38 of the 
bezel mounting ring 39. - 
This bezel mounting ring 39 is substantially of 

the same form as the ring or bezel member 8 of 
Figures 1 and 2, and is provided with the radially 
flanged portion 40 adapted to have abutting en 
gagement with the Outer surface of the oven wal 
30. The inner extending cylindrical portion 4 
extends within the Oven and is secured about the 
flange 36 to dispose the member 39 in nonrotat 
ing engagement there with. The internal diam 
eter of the cylindrical flange of the member 40 
is slightly larger than the external diameter of 
the Selecting mechanism 32, and the oven wall 
may be reinoved without disturbing the setting 
of the Selecting mechanism. 
The cylindrical flange portion 4 of the mem 

ber 39 is provided with a pair of rectangular slots 
42, which engage with suitable ears 43 struck in 
Wardly from the inner periphery of the retaining 
ring member 44. This retaining ring member 44 
is of Substantially annular shape, and is provided 
With a plurality of spring tongues 45 struck out 
of the radial surface thereof, these spring 
tongues 45 bearing against the inner surface of 
the oven wall 30, and serving to resiliently engage 
therewith for the purpose of permitting the mem 
ber 44 to be pressed over the extending portion 
4f of the bezel member 39 until the ears 43 there 
of engage in the slots 42 in this member. This 
engagement serves to lock the retaining ring 44 
to the member 39, and thus serves to position 
positively the member 39 with respect to the oven 
Wall 30. This snap engagement provides a resil 
ient contact between the members 44 and 39 and 
the Oven wall 30, and securely positions the mem 
bers with respect to the wall. 

It is thus apparent that I have provided a bezel 
mounting ring which is applicable to a variety of 
uses, and which is particularly adapted for en 
gagement so that it may be secured in a plurality 
of positions with respect to the oven wall, effect 
ing what might be termed a "floating mounting', 
so that inaccuracies in the manufacture of the 
oven wall, and in the stamping of the aperture 
for receiving the selecting mechanism, may be 
permitted and accommodated. 

I do not intend to be limited to the exact de 
tails shown and described, but only in so far as 
defined by the Scope and spirit of the appended 
claims. . 
I claim: 
1. In a domestic gas range having an oven, an 

oven wall, and a heat regulator in said oven pro 
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vided with selecting mechanism extending 
through an opening in said wall, a mounting ring 
defining Said opening, said ring having a cylin 
drical portion extending inwardly through said 
oven wall, and means carried by said heat regul 
lator securing said mounting ring infixed position 
with respect to said selecting mechanism and in 
dependently of said wall. 

5 

2. In a domestic gas range having an oven, an 
Oven wall, and a heat regulator provided with se 
lecting mechanism extending through an opening 
in said wall, a mounting ring defining said opening 
and having an internal diameter larger than the 
external diameter of said selecting mechanism, 
said ring having a radial portion engaging one 
side of the Oyen wall and a cylindrical portion 
extending inwardly through said oven wall, said 

cylindrical portion being provided with slotted 
apertures, and means cooperable with the cylin 
drical slotted portion of the mounting ring On 
the opposite side of the wall and securing said 
ring in position in the opening in the oven wall. 5 

3. In a domestic gas range having an oven and 
an oven wall provided with an opening, a heat 
regulatorin said oven, selecting mechanism there 
for extending through the opening in said wall, 
a mounting ring defining said opening, said ring 10 
having a radially flanged portion abutting the 
outer surface of Said wall, said ring having a 
cylindrical portion extending inwardly through 
said wall and provided with a pair of slotted aper 
tures, a resilient retaining member engaging said 15 
cylindrical portion and provided with ears engag 
ing in said apertures, and means carried by said 
selecting mechanism for securing said retaining 
member in non-rotative position with respect 
thereto. 20 

4. In an oven, an oven wall, a heat regulator 
in said oven, selecting mechanism therefor pro 
jecting through said wall, a mounting member en 
gaging said wall, and retaining means resiliently 
and non-rotatably mounted on said selecting 25 
mechanism and having locking engagement with 
said mounting member. 

5. In an oven, an oven wall, a heat regulator 
in said oven, selecting means therefor projecting 
through said wall and including a dial member, 30 
a pin carried by said dial member, a mounting 
member engaging said wall, retaining means re 
siliently mounted on said selecting mechanism 
and engaging said mounting member, and means 
carried by said retaining means for engaging said 35 
pin for limiting movement of said dial member. 

6. In an oven, an oven wall, a heat regulator 
in said oven, selecting mechanism therefor pro 
jecting through said wall, a mounting member 
engaging the outer surface of said wall, a retain- 40 
ing member resiliently engaging the inner surface 
of said wall, and means carried by said retaining 
member for non-rotatably locking said retaining . 
member to said mounting member. 

7. In combination, in an oven, an oven wall, a 45 
heat regulator in said oven selecting mechanism 
therefor projecting through said wall, a mounting 
member extending through said wall and non-ro 
tatably secured to said selecting mechanism, a re 
taining member means carried by said retaining 50 
member ccking said mounting member in fixed 
position thereto, and spring means On Said retain 
ing member engaging one surface of Said wall for 
positively positioning said mounting member with 
respect to the opposite surface of said oven wall. 55 

8. In combination, an oven, an Oven Wall there 
for having an opening, a device for controlling 
the temperature in said oven extending through 
said opening, a retaining member, and a bezel 
member permitting discrepancies in said opening 
and having snap engagement with said retaining 
member, said members being disposed upon and 
bearing against opposite sides of Said Wall. 

9. In an oven, a heat regulator, an exterior 65 
oven wall having an opening adapted to receive 
a projecting portion of said heat regulator, and 
a mounting member Surrounding Said projecting 
portion and having floating engagement within 
said opening, said member having a radially ex- 70 
tending flange bearing against the outer surface 
of said wall. - 

10. The combination with an oven having an 
oven wall, a heat regulator in said oven disposed 

60 

adjacent said wall, and selecting means for said is 
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4. 
regulator projecting through an opening in said 
wall, of a bezel mounting comprising a radially 

10. 
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25 ling device extending through said opening, a 
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flanged member having floating engagement 
within the opening of said wall, and a retaining 
member adapted to lock said flanged member in 
position with respect to said selecting means. 

11. A bezel mounting for a wall opening com 
prising a radially flanged member having float 
ing engagement in Said opening and having a 
cylindrical portion extending through said open 
ing provided with apertures therein, the radially 
flanged portion of said member engaging one 
face of said wall about said opening, and an 
annular planar retaining ring telescoping over. 
said cylindrical portion and having inwardly ex 
tending tongues providing locking engagement 
within Said apertures, said ring having spaced 
spring means offset outwardly of the plane there 
of and engaging the opposite face of the wall 
about said opening, said ring being restliently 
spaced rearwardly away from said wall by said 
Spring means. 

12. In combination, an oven wall having an 
opening therethrough, a temperature control 

bezel member engaging one side of said wall and 
having floating movement within said opening, 
and means on the other side of said wall resili 
ently mounted on said device for supporting said 

2,005,792 
member in non-rotatable position independently 
of said Wall. . . . . 

13. In combination, a planar surface having 
an opening therethrough, a mounting ring hav 
ing a cylindrical portion extending: through said 
Opening and a radially flanged portion bearing 
against One side of said surface, and a retaining 
member having individual integrally formed 
spaced spring tongues extending laterally there 
of into engagement with the opposite side of said 
surface, and means projecting inwardly of said 
retaining member and having locking engage 
ment with the cylindrical portion of Said mount 
ing ring. 

14. In combination, an oven having an oven 
wall with a wall opening therein, a temperature. 
controlling device within said oven having ro 
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through said opening, a retaining member Sub- - tatable projecting actuating means E. 
ported on said actuating means independently 
of said opening and within said oven, a mounting 
member having a radially flanged portion beak 
ing against the exterior surface of said wall and 
having a cylindrical portion telescoping with 
said retaining member, means for locking said 
members in non-rotatable engagement inde 
pendently of the wall, and integral means struck 
out of one of said members for limiting rotation 
of said actuating means. 

OSCAR. J. LENS, 
M. 
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